Coauthor stats: 1,552 posts (!) \( \approx 120 \text{/week} \)  
\( \approx \frac{1}{2} \text{ by students, } \frac{1}{2} \text{ by staff} \)  
- 134 problems:  
  - 56 OPEN  \rightarrow \approx 10 \text{ publishable!}  
  - 54 SOLVED  + 2 \text{ with promising ideas}  
  - 26 CODING  \rightarrow 18 \text{ with software!}  

Continuing:  
- lots left to write & solve!  
- open-source our software!  
- meetings this summer and/or fall?  

Questions for discussion:  
- Grading scheme / projects  
  - seemed to reduce stress  
  - pset grades: faster & more granularity  
  - attendance check  
  - wanted to incentivize theory result writing, fewer psets + projects, earlier projects  
- percentages? proposal deadline? feedback?  
- OK to make all code repos public? (opt out)  
- Cosuite: lots of development, thanks  
- Other ideas for improvement/discussion?  
- Other questions? (AMA)
Project thread creation dates (46/76 students)
Zoom minutes histogram (mean: 13 minutes)
Zoom minutes by day of week

- Thursdays (mean: 19)
- Mondays (mean: 10)